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Abstract We have proposed a concept of new information platform, GeoCentric information platform (GCIP), that enables IoT data fusion based
on geolocation. GCIP produces new and dynamic contents by combining
cross-domain data in each geographic area and provides them to users. In
this environment, it is diﬃcult to find appropriate contents requested by a
user because the user cannot recognize what contents are created in each
area beforehand. In this paper, we propose a content discovery method for
GCIP. This method evaluates the relevancy between topics specified in user
requests and topics representing IoT data used for creating contents, called
matching, and presents the candidates for the desired contents based on the
relevancy. Simulation results showed that appropriate contents can reliably
be discovered in response to user’s request.
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1 Introduction
The cross-domain (horizontal-domain) IoT data fusion attracts much attention. To create contents based on local cross-domain IoT data, linking geolocation to IoT data is essential. Even though, as each of network is managed
without the consideration of the physical location, the feasibility of the crossdomain data fusion is quite low in the practical environment.
So far, we have proposed Geo-Centric Information Platform (GCIP) [1]
that conducts a geolocation-oriented IoT data collection/processing. Although each IoT device is supposed to dedicate to a particular service, GCIP
collects data created at the physical proximity and produces contents from
them as for secondary use by nearby edge servers. GCIP introduces two kinds
of edge servers, a data store (DS) server and data fusion (DF) servers, for
these processing. A DS server, which is assumed to be arranged for a particular area and managed by local organization like mall-owner or municipality,
stores the collected IoT data. A DF server(s) deployed by contents service
providers produces new and dynamic contents using cross-domain IoT data
stored in the DS server. In this paper, we define contents created by DF
server(s) as spatio-temporal content (STC).
As IoT data like sensor data dynamically changes their number, sensing
preciseness, existence, etc. by various reasons, such as movement and sleep
cycle of IoT devices, DF server may accordingly produce diﬀerent STCs depending on the observable IoT data at that point. Therefore, users hardly
recognize variable STCs created in a timely manner. Moreover, as the number
of DF servers (contents providers) may diﬀer between geographical areas, it
is quite diﬃcult to identify every DF servers as well as recognize what STC
is created in which DF server. Therefore, GCIP needs to provide users with
a mechanism that finds appropriate STCs they are interested in.
In this paper, we propose a content discovery method that finds the candidates for STCs the user is requesting. Specifically, in the method, a DS
server evaluates the relevancy between topics specified in user requests and
topics representing IoT data used for creating STCs, and then selects a DF
server having the highest potential to have appropriate STCs. The designated
DF server searches for appropriates STCs from its own STC database and
presents a list of STC candidates to users. We evaluate the eﬀectiveness of
our proposed discovery method on GCIP through simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, we first review the existing
studies in Section 2. Then, we describe the requirements for STC management
on the GCIP in Section 3. Proposed method is described in Section 4 and
simulation environment and simulation results are explained in Section 5.
Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section 6.
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2 Related Work
In this section, we review the existing studies focusing on geo-location based
cross-domain data fusion and IoT contents discovery. Reference [2] summarizes the existing studies focusing on smart city applications, which use IoT
data for users in some city. Various sensors are deployed on the platform in
which IoT data obtained from these sensors are used for a specific application
only. On the other hand, as our proposed GCIP is designed for cross-domain
IoT data fusion, variety of purposes are aimed to be supported even in a
smart city constructed by multiple service providers. Therefore, our study
flexibly produces contents without any limitations on the purpose of sensors
and networks.
References [3] and [4] show examples for smart city application using cloud
platform. In these papers, all IoT data are sent to the cloud, processed, and
then delivered to the user from the cloud. On the other hand, GCIP processes
the collected IoT data at edge servers; there is no need to carry them to the
cloud, so that people can benefit from local use in terms of not only a few
load on the network but also a low latency.
Reference [5] summarizes the existing studies focusing on the contents
search method from various perspectives (e.g., event-based [6], metadatabased [7], and location-based [8]). Although none of existing studies tries
to find the contents dynamically created from the collected IoT data, the
proposed method can achieve it.
Information Centric Network (ICN) is a promising concept that brings us
eﬃcient content search and distribution. As the ICN operated in a contentbased, not an IP-based [9], users can directly search for a content by using
content name without knowing the location of the content. However, since
the contents are created from cross-domain IoT data observable at that time,
the user cannot know their name at the retrieval timing in the ICN, which
makes us extremely diﬃcult to search for the contents. As a result, we can
say that the proposed contents discovery method is novel.

3 STC Management on the GCIP
This section briefly describes the concept of STCs management on the GCIP
[1], which comprises of three steps: IoT data collection, STC production, and
STC discovery, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Conceptual design of GCIP

3.1 Step1: IoT data collection
As shown in Fig. 2, GCIP divides geographical area into hierarchical meshes
based on latitude and longitude lines, and each of which has a unique mesh
code. There is a router, called mesh router, to be responsible for the routing
function in the corresponding mesh. Since we embedded mesh codes, which
uniquely identify every meshes, into IPv6 address format [10], every packets
following the GCIP rules can be processed (e.g. routing) with the consideration of geolocation specified in IPv6 address even during the transmission of
traditional Internet.

3.2 Step2: STC production
Since a DS server is responsible for storing data in its belonging mesh and DF
servers are responsible for creating STCs, deployment of DS server and DF
server(s) are necessary for creating STCs. In our method, Publish/Subscribe
model is applied for the communication among these two sorts of servers.
The mesh router publishes the collected IoT data to the DS server. Each of
the DF servers sends subscribe requests to the DS server for data represented
by the desired topics. The DF server produces a STC by using those data.
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Fig. 2 STC generation image in GCIP

In this paper, we assume that one STC will be created by data collected by
a single subscribe request including multiple topics.

3.3 Step3: STC discovery
The data collected from diverse IoT devices will change spatio-temporally
in terms of their amount and generation interval. As a result, STCs created
by the DF servers have spatio-temporal characteristics. In such a case, users
who want to get a STC on the GCIP hardly discover which DF server has
what STCs. Therefore, we need to consider a new STC discovery method that
can satisfy the following requirements: (1) support for geolocation-aware discovery, (2) support for fuzzy search and (3) support for exploration of new
findings. Note that, as we already proposed a geolocation-oriented communication, we already satisfy the requirement (1).

4 Proposed method
Since we assume that each of DF servers sends a subscribe message including
desired topics to the DS server for creating a STC, the DS server can grasp
the statistics on the number of topics included in all of subscription messages.
On the other hand, users need to send a request message with desired topics
to the DS server because they cannot directly identify which DF server has
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what STCs. Therefore, we try to evaluate the relevance matching between
the user request and statistical information of subscriptions at the DS server.
Through this evaluation, the DS server identifies a DF server that has the
most appropriate STCs created by relevant topics with the user’s request,
and forwards the user request message to have the DF server search for
appropriate STCs in response to the user’s request.
In the proposed method, a user is supposed to specify mesh-code, topic,
and priority of each topic in a request message. Regarding topics, a request
message contains up to three topics, each of which is allocated with the
variable weight. The weight of each topic is diﬀerent depending on the user
preferences, but the total must be 100. For example, if the three topics are
called T1 , T2 , and T3 , a user specifies the weight 70 for T1 , 20 for T2 , and
10 for T3 . In this way, even if a user has no knowledge about STCs, the
user sends a request including topics with their weight (priority), not any
particular identifier of STCs, thereby achieving requirement (2).
As the DS server obtains the statistics on subscription messages transmitted from every DF servers, we use the statistics for STC discovery. The DS
server calculates a subscription probability Pi,j of topic j for each DF server
i as follows,
Si,j
(1)
Pi,j =
Si,all
where Si,j is the number of topic j subscribed by the DF server i and Si,all is
the total number of topics subscribed by the DF server i. From the assumption of one STC from one subscription including multiple topics, the DF
server with the highest Pi,j has the largest number of STCs partly created
by the topic j.
To find appropriate STCs based on both the user request and the subscriptions statistics, we evaluate the relevance between them. Although a
user request includes up to three topics, there may not be STCs created by
the exact same topics. We then search for STCs created by not only exact
same topics with user request but also relevant STCs created by diﬀerent
combinations of topics, thereby providing unconscious users’ interest. Specifically, as we have 10 sets of possible combinations out of three topics in total,
i.e., 3 C1 + 3 C2 + 1= 10, we choose several combinations, a set of partial
combinations C, for searching. That is once, the DS server receives a user
request, it calculates total weight for every possible combinations of topics
based on weight specified in the request, and then only selects combinations
whose total weight exceeds the predetermined threshold α. That is, these
combinations are the partial combinations C.
To identify an appropriate DF server, the DS server calculates the expected
value, Ei , of the number of STCs satisfying the threshold for each DF server
i.
∑
Ei =
(Gi (c) × Ni )
(2)
c∈C
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where C is a set of partial combinations of user-specified
topics, whose total
∏
weight exceeds the threshold. Gi (c) is defined as Pi,j for all topics contained
in c. Ni is the total number of subscription messages received by the DF server
i. This number essentially means the number of STCs created by the server.
Since a DF server with the highest value of Ei is most likely to have
the large number of STCs requested by the user, the DS server forwards
the request to the DF server. After that, the DF server searches for STCs
created by several combinations of topics, whose total weight exceeds α, in
its own STC database. In this way, as several STCs may be discovered based
on not only topics specified in the user request but also other topics, a list
of such candidate STCs can be presented to the user as a response to the
request. From these consideration, we can remark that our proposed method
successfully satisfies search requirement (3).
Finally, we describe an example where a user retrieves STC. A user, one of
us, may want to know a temperature and humidity to choose clothes before
visiting anywhere. The user sends a request with the topics of temperature
and humidity regarding the location where the user will go. As a result, the
user can get not only requested STC, i.e., temperature and humidity but
also several STCs related to those topics if the user discovers STCs by the
proposed method. In this case, we may be able to get both the discomfort
index [1] made by temperature and humidity and sensible temperature made
by temperature, humidity, and wind speed. In this context, the proposed
method brings user’s unconscious interests.

5 Evaluation for STC discovery
5.1 Simulation environment
We conduct simulation to evaluate our proposed method. Fig. 3 shows the
network topology we employed in this simulation. Each DF server individually
produces STCs with various combinations of randomly selected topics, which
are 2 to 5 topics, as shown in Table 1.
In order to ensure the feasibility of STCs production process, we additionally employ the subscription possibility parameter, called subscription bias,
which is the popularity of topics used for STC production on a DF server.
That is, if the subscription bias of a certain topic is set to 1, the DF server
must include the topic in all of the subscriptions sent to the DS server. This
case is called subscription bias 1. If it is set to 0.5, every DF server uses a
particular topic in 50 percent possibility to produce STCs. We define this
condition as subscription bias 0.5. Note, each DF server randomly sets the
number of topics up to maximum of 5 in addition to a topic determined by
the subscription bias.
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Fig. 3 Simulation environment for performance evaluation
Table 1 Simulation parameters
Parameters
Value
The number of DF servers
10
The number of STCs created on each DF server 1000
The number of topics
10
The number of topics used for each STC
2∼5
Threshold of the total weight α
80
Table 2 User request bias settings
Weight Weight Weight
of T1 of T2 of T3
Request bias 1 (imbalanced)
80
15
5
Request bias 2 (relatively balanced) 35
35
30

We assume that up to three topics characterizing the desired STCs are
included in a user request. Since the topics have diﬀerent weight, we introduce
the user request bias, in addition to the subscription bias, as shown in Table
2. We use two patterns for user request bias: request bias 1 (imbalanced)
and request bias 2 (relatively balanced). In each simulation, we send 10 user
requests in one round and then conduct the experiment for 10 rounds.
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5.2 Comparative methods and performance measures
We use the following two comparative methods to show the eﬀectiveness of
the proposed method.
Comparative method 1: This method searches for STCs whose configuration topics completely match topics included in the user request.
Comparative method 2: This method searches for STCs from a DF
server that is expected to hold the largest number of STCs configured
from T1 topic.
We introduce the new performance measure, called unconscious contents
ratio (UCR), to evaluate the amount of STCs that oﬀer more topics than
those of users’ request. As the proposed method enables to provide STCs
made by relevant topics, the user has a potential to retrieve unconscious but
interested STCs. That is why the evaluation of UCR is also important. The
UCR is calculated by Equation (3).
U CR =

Ctotal − Ccomplete
Ctotal

match

× 100

where Ctotal shows the total number of retrieved STCs and Ccomplete
shows the number of STCs created from specified topics only.

(3)
match

5.3 Simulation results
We describe the number of retrieved STCs and the UCR through the simulation. Table 3 and 4 show the results in case of subscription bias with 1 and
0.5, respectively. Since the comparative method does not consider the weight
of the specified topics, the results are similar, irrespective of the change in
the request bias.
In contrast, the proposed method retrieves the relatively larger number of
STCs that involves one and/or two additional topics not limited to specified
by the user. They are referred to as complete match+1, complete match+2,
respectively. The overall number of STCs in case of subscription bias = 0.5 is
lower than that of subscription bias = 1. However, regardless of subscription
bias, there is little diﬀerence in the number of complete match STCs on the
comparative method 1, 2, and the proposed method. Since all the methods
including the proposed method are able to estimate a DF server holding
the appropriate STCs, there is no diﬀerence between the selected DF server
among all methods.
In contrast, the proposed method can retrieve 9.4 to 9.9 times larger number of STCs, regardless of the subscription bias because the proposed method
obtains the STCs involving complete match+1 and complete match+2.
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Table 3 The retrieved number of STCs (Subscription bias = 1)
Comparison Comparison
Proposed method
method 1
method 2
Complete Complete Complete Complete Complete
match
match
match match+1 match+2
Request bias 1
7.65
7.24
7.24
20.63
41.67
Request bias 2
7.65
7.24
7.65
22.37
43.94
Table 4 The retrieved number of STCs (Subscription bias = 0.5)
Comparison Comparison
Proposed method
method 1
method 2
Complete Complete Complete Complete Complete
match
match
match match+1 match+2
Request bias 1
3.71
3.58
3.58
10.04
21.5
Request bias 2
3.71
3.58
3.71
11.04
22.2
Table 5 UCR in case of subscription bias=1
95% confidence
UCR
interval
Request bias 1 89.6
0.454
Request bias 2 89.6
0.700

Table 6 UCR in case of subscription bias=0.5
95% confidence
UCR
interval
Request bias 1 90.0
1.358
Request bias 2 89.9
0.756

Finally, we assess the UCR. Table 5 shows how the UCR is varied with the
change in the user request bias, in case of the subscription bias = 1. Table
6 shows how the UCR is varied with the change in the user request bias, in
case of the subscription bias = 0.5. From these results, we demonstrate that
the UCR does not change, irrespective of the changes in not only subscription bias but also the request bias. Therefore, the proposed method provides
not only the desired STCs but also the unconscious STCs, even under any
environments of topic subscriptions and user requests.

6 Conclusion
We have proposed the Geo-Centric Information Platform (GCIP) that can
provide Spatio-temoral Contents (STC) for specific area. However, from the
view point of user, since the STC is dynamically created on the GCIP, a
method of STC discovery is necessary. In this paper, we proposed a method
that matches topics specified in user requests and topics representing IoT
data used for creating STCs. Through simulation, we showed that the user
can retrieve the relatively larger number of STCs including both required and
non conscious (but beneficial) topics.
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We showed that the proposed method can flexibly perform STCs search
in accordance with user requirements. The user is possible to retrieve appropriate STCs even if the user does not know the STC information beforehand.
Although the current proposed method tries to discover appropriate STCs
only in a mesh, we have to take into account the cases where there is no appropriate STC in the specified mesh. Therefore, we will extend the proposed
STC discovery method to adaptively change the size of geolocation area for
achieving the reliable STC discovery.
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